Classic

modern classic

Exclusive

creativity and design

Essential

The classic range collections unveil a new language of

The Exclusive range collections are characterized by

The Essential range is characterized by its versatility and

modern classic and are inspired by classic and elegant

contemporary design and finishes in natural wood

purity of lines, creating environments where simplicity

shapes, recovering the essence of traditional designs.

carefully selected top quality.

and modernity coexist.

The possibility of combining curves and straight lines

The combination of different species of wood with inlays

Flush doors with several glazing and grooving options,

with embossed panels and cross directional veneers

provides a touch of distinction and modernity.

with the option of FSC® certification; give this range the

enhances the beauty of the wood and highlights the
elegance of the door.

contemporary and versatile

particularity of responding to various use and applicaOngoing investment in research and innovation, combin-

tion requirements.

ing the know-how in woodworking to the most advanced
Available in various finishes and natural wood with

technologies in the industry, enable us to offer unique

Available in natural wood veneer and dekordor®, (3D, SD,

several options for glazing openings, collections of this

design product collections, anticipating trends in

HD and SHD) - innovative finishes that reproduce the

line are the best option to create environments that

contemporary decor.

wood texture, ensure uniformity of tones and contribute

strive for refinement of tradition and comfort.

to environmental sustainability.

Exclusive line provides inlays that define and stimulate creativity.
Finishing options in veneer or aluminium:
Inlay nº 1 - pau-rosa;
Inlay nº 3 - black;
Inlay nº 4 - pau santo;
Inlay nº 15 – aluminium

NDGD201302

Coatings

Constructive
Solutions

veneer, dekordor
and lacqued
Veneer
There are two types of veneer, Natur and Natur SL, respectively natural veneer and compound veneer.

PORTARO® PIVOTAL

PORTARO®
Concept combining that combines door, frame and accessories in one piece.

Lacqued
Lacquered finishing.

A simple and linear design with hidden accessories; aesthetic impact
when used up to a ceiling. The magnetic lock provides smooth and
efficient closing.

Magic colors
Natural veneer painted in RAL.

horizontal cut

PORTARO® REBATED
Dekordor 3D (3D efect)
Embossing coating and horizontal design; Water, steam,

horizontal cut

Portaro® overlapping the rim of the door provides a better
insulation.

A constructive solution that values and optimizes space; It allows the
division of inner spaces, promoting continuity. Versatile and functional,
the system collects the sliding door inside the wall.

and scratches resistant; light stability and easy cleaning.
Eco-friend.

Dekordor HD (heavy duty)
High chemical and mechanic coating, resistance (CLP
Continuous Pressure Laminate).

Dekordor SD (standard duty)

horizontal cut

PORTARO® INVERSE
An innovative solution, where the door is integrated in the panels,
creating a contemporary space. Hinged door with hidden
accessories, that provides better soundproofing.

horizontal cut

PORTARO® SLIDING EXTERIOR
Sliding system characterized by the sliding door on the face of the wall,
allowing an increase of free passage. It is a practical and applicable
solution, for any kind of space, to create modern interiors.

Decorative coating which recreates the tones and appearance of natural veneer.

Dekordor SHD (severe heavy duty)

PORTARO® SLIDING INTERIOR

Portaro® Interior

exclusive, essential, classic,
coatings and construction solutions

horizontal cut

High pressure laminates for intensive usage.

GLOBALDIS

horizontal cut
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